Projective embedding of an isotropic Grassmannian OGr`p5, 10q into projective space of spinor representation S can be characterized with a help of Γ-matrices by equations Γ i αβ λ α λ β " 0. A polynomial function of degree N with values in S defines a map to OGr`p5, 10q if its coefficients satisfy a 2N`1 quadratic equations. Algebra generated by coefficients of such polynomials is a coordinate ring of the quantum isotropic Grassmannian. We show that this ring is based on a lattice; its defining relations satisfy straightened law. This enables us to compute Poincaré series of the ring.
Introduction
Complex Isotropic Grassmannian OGr`p5, 10q or a space of pure spinors, as it is known in the physics literature, is a cornerstone of manifestly Poincaré covariant formulation of string theory [5] . A rigorous construction of the Hilbert space of string theory in the formalism of pure spinors remains a challenging problem (cf. [2] ). Paper [1] investigates a simplified model with a quadric as the target.
In [26] we proved rigorously most of the results of [1] .
The paper [1] concerns certain algebra-geometric properties of the space of smooth maps MappS 1 , Qq Ă MappS 1 , V 2n q from a circle to a nondegenerate affine quadric Q in 2n-dimensional linear space V 2n . In [26] we observed that analysis of [1] becomes rigorous if we replace MappS 1 , Qq by the space of polynomial maps ÿ
written in some basis pv s q, s P G n " t1, . . . , n, 1˚, . . . , n˚u in V 2n , and then pass to a limit N 1 Ñ 8, N Ñ´8. In this basis the SOp2nq-invariant quadratic form q splits: q " ř n i"1 x i x i˚. An important technical observation, on which hinge all other results in [26] , is that the algebra generated by g k s is the algebra with straightened law.
Recall (cf. [14] ) that an algebra A over a ring R with straightened law is based on a directed graph F without oriented cycles. Generators τ α of the algebra are labelled by vertices of the graph. The set of vertices is partially ordered: α ď β if there is a directed path or a chain
in F . A is an algebra with straightened law if:
1. Standard monomials τ α1¨¨¨τ αn labelled by α 1 ď¨¨¨ď α n form a basis in
A.
2. If α and β are incomparable and
where 0 ‰ r i P R, γ i,1 ď¨¨¨ď γ i,ki is the unique expression of τ α τ β in A as a linear combination of standard monomials, then γ i,1 ď α, β.
Throughout the paper the ground ring R is the field of complex numbers. The goal of the present paper is to establish straightened law for Quantum Isotropic
Grassmannian in terminology of [29] or the space of Drinfeld's quasimaps of P 1 to OGr`p5, 10q in terminology of [10] .
The most straightforward way to define Quantum Isotropic Grassmannian is through Γ-matrices Γ s αβ . They are defined as matrix coefficients of Spinp10q-intertwiners
in a basis tθ α |α P Eu (4) of a spinor representation S and a basis tv s |s P Gu G " G 5 " t1, . . . , 5, 1˚, . . . , 5˚u (5) in the defining representation V " V 10 . Presently we need to know only that cardinality of E is equal to sixteen. By definition
Generators of algebra A Isotropic Grassmannian can be arranged into generating functions
The generating function of relations Γ The study of straightened law phenomenon is a part of Standard Monomial Theory (cf. [20] ). It has been established for algebras of homogeneous functions on Schubert cells in partial flag spaces of semisimple groups. Straightened law has also been established [19] for intersections of Schubert varieties and opposite Schubert varieties (called Richardson varieties). Works [21] , [22] , and [23] generalize results of classical Standard Monomial Theory to symmetrizable KacMoody algebras. An algebra C of this loosely defined class enjoys the following properties:
1. Straightened law holds.
2. Koszul property holds.
3. SpecpCq is a reduced, irreducible, and normal scheme with Cohen-Macaulay singularities.
The objects that we are studying in this paper can be interpreted as Richardson varieties in a semi-infinite partial flag space ofŝo 10 (cf. [10] ), which are closely related to the spaces discussed in [16] and [15] . It seems reasonable to expect that the suitably generalized technique of [19] would make it possible to prove the listed above package of properties for spaces of quasimaps to an arbitrary quotient G{P with a semisimple G and a parabolic P .
We however pursue a more modest goal to establish 1,2 and some of 3 for quantum OGr`p5, 10q. Our analysis relies on a set of identities between coefficients Γ s αβ in relations (8) . These Fierz identities are ubiquitous in gauge, gravity, and string theories.
The diagramÊ is fundamental for Quantum Isotropic Grassmanians: (9) To make formulas more readable we denote elements ofÊ by Greek letterŝ α, . . . ,δ with circumflex accent , elements ofĜ by similarly accented bold Roman lettersŝ,t. Condition (1) defines a partial order onÊ. A segment rδ,δ 1 s is a subset tα PÊ|δ ďα ďδ 1 u. A set of generators λα of algebra A N 1 N is labelled byα P rp0q N , p1q In this paper we establish that straightened law for Aδ can be arranged into Poincaré series
The formula (68) for Aδ 1 δ pz, q, tq can be obtained as a corollary of straightened law. Let J be equal to
The functions B r ptq " Aδ r p0q p1, 1, tq, r ě 0 satisfy recursion (see Section 9.1)
This gives an effective tool for computation of B r and is closely related to recursion for Delannoy numbers (cf. [3] ). In fact, author came across these formulas during computer experiments with Aδ r p0q p1, 1, tq and one of the goals of the present paper was an explanation of these findings.
Several interesting topics have been left outside of the scope of present paper: firstly, the analysis of limiting characters Aδ 1 δ pz, q, tq,δ Ñ 8; secondly, the construction of the Hilbert space of βγ-system on pure spinor. These will await a future publication.
The main results of the present paper are Corollaries 32 33, Proposition 34, 35 and formulas (68), (12) . Propositions 27, 29 are technically central in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. The principal construction, the Hasse diagram based on set of weights E of spinor representation, is introduced in Section 3. For readers convenience we sketch the proof of straightened law in the case of ordinary pure spinors with an emphasis on Fierz identities. The proof is done in Section 4. Combinatorial derivation of the character of OGr`p5, 10q is given in Section 5. Algebras of Richardson varieties are defined in Section 6. Section 7 contains some preliminary results on the structure of a partially ordered set E. Straightened law for quantum OGr`p5, 10q and for SpecpAδ 
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. . , v 5˚ą " V . Subspaces W and W 1 are isotropic and the inner product satisfies
Recall (see [11] for details) that the spinor representation admits a construction of a fermionic Fock space. The spinor representation S can be identified with the direct sum
Tensors θ pijq " v i^vj , θ pkq " v 1^¨¨¨vk¨¨¨^v5 and a constant 1 " θ p0q define a bases in S. We set (cf. 4)
By abuse of notation we shall denote by E the following Hasse diagram, whose vertices are labelled by weights of S: 
A spinor θ P S can be written as a sum
The Lie algebra gl 5 Ă so 10 acts tautologically on W , via contragradient representation on W 1 and diagonally on W`W 1 . Vectors pθ α q define a weight basis for the algebra of diagonal matrices
The action of the subgroup of diagonal matrices r H Ă Ă GLp5q Ă Spinp10q ( r stands for two-sheeted cover) on the weight vectors is
def " e p0q pzq1
In view of this we can identify E with the set of H-weights in S.
Following Section 7 in [20] we identify the Weyl group W pD 5 q with a subgroup of a semidirect product S 5˙p Z 2 q 5 . The symmetric group acts by permutation of entries of the array pǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ 5 q P pZ 2 q 5 . The group W pD 5 q is a semidirect product S 5˙N , with N -pZ 2 q 4 being a kernel of the map pZ 2 q 5 Ñ Z 2
Representation S is minuscule, i.e. W pD 5 q acts transitively on E ( [20] ). The W pD 5 q orbit of the highest vector identifies with the coset S 5˙N {S 5 . The elements p0, 0, 0, 0, 0q, p0 . . . ,
in S 5˙N {S 5 -pZ 2 q 4 Ă pZ 2 q 5 correspond to elements p0q, pijq, pkq in E Let σ ij P S 5 be a permutation, r m be an operator of multiplication on m P N . We shall be using the following set of Coxeter generators s 1 " σ 12 ,s 2 " r p1,1,0,0,0q , s 3 " σ 23 , s 4 " σ 34 , s 5 " σ 45 , which can be arranged into the Coxeter graph (see [17] for details):
The poset (partially ordered set) E with the order (1) determined by the diagram (16) is a lattice in a sense of [8] : any two elements a, b have a unique supremum a _ b (join) and infimum a^b (meet). The set of unordered pairs of non comparable elements in the poset E, which determine commutative squares in E, is M " tpp14q, p23qq, pp15q, p23qq, pp15q, p24qq, pp15q, p34qq, pp15q, p5qq, pp25q, p34qq, pp25q, p5qq, pp35q, p5qq, pp45q, p5qq, pp45q, p4qqu
Let P be polynomial algebra Crλ β s, β P E. Elements of M as well as monomials Proof. We use W pD 5 q-equivariant identification ψ : E -N . The sum
defines W pD 5 q-map of sets. Fibers of l are N -orbits. The set lpM q is
It is an S 5 -orbit.
The graph E has group theoretic and Lie-algebraic interpretations. The group theoretic approach gives a non-directed graph. Its based on the following general construction.
Definition 3 Let X be a set equipped with a group action. Suppose the group G is generated by s 1 , . . . , s k . The set of vertices of graph QpX, s 1 , . . . , s k q is X. 
and
We connect α, α 1 P E by a directed edge if Rì θ α is proportional to θ α 1 for some i . The choice of h and te i u defines a triangular decomposition n´`h`n`" so 10 (24)
Proposition 5 Directed graph obtained this way is isomorphic to E.
Proof. Direct inspection.
In the following we shall not make a distinction between directed graphs with without directed cycles and partially ordered sets they define.
The points of the affine cone defined by equation
are called pure spinors. It is know [11] that P rojpAq " OGr`p5, 10q where
A " P {pΓ s q s P G According to [5] and [13] Γ i and Γ i˚a re respectively
Last line contains five equations, written in a matrix form. The function Pf i pwq is the pfaffian of the complement of i-th row and column in w.
4 Proof of the straightened law for algebra A Formally this section contains no new results. The goal we pursue here is to familiarize the reader with simplified version of the proof of the main statements in a well studied setting with an emphasis on specifics of a spinor representation.
Proposition 6 [20] i. Each of the equations (26) and their expanded version (28) contains a unique clutter.
ii. More precisely equations have the form
Proof. We have already mentioned that several proofs that work in much more general context are known (see Introduction), we give one proof here with a purpose of generalization in Proposition 27.
Quadrics (26) can be written in the expanded form: There is a less computational but lengthier proof, based on representation theory. We include it here as a prototype of the proof in the affine case.
Spinors decompose under so 8 Ă so 10 into a direct sum
of eight-dimensional spinor representations of opposite chiralities (see e.g. [30] on S˘. Note that so 2 -scaling of v˘insures (cf. 6) that Γ`| S´" Γ´| S`" 0. Γȃ re unique up to a factor (see [30] ).
Let
the decomposition of so 8 compatible with (24) . Let γ α,α 1 be a path in E that connects α and α 1 . It is easy to see that such path exists if and only if there is an element u in universal enveloping algebra U pn`q such that uθ α is proportional to θ α 1 .
We decompose E into a union E`YE´, with E˘" tα P E|θ α P S˘u. A poset structure on E˘is defined as follows: a directed path γ α,α 1 connects α, α
In this case we define α to be less or equal to α 1 .
Simple positive root vectors in so 8 with respect to decomposition (30) are has been studied in [26] . When n " 4 such diagram is
Quadratic form on V The group W pD 5 q acts transitively on weights of V . By Proposition (2) all clutters belong to one W pD 5 q-orbit. The Weyl group shuffles the quadrics Γ s .
The w-transformed quadric Γ s " pΓ`q w , w P W pD 5 q contains any given clutter.
Ten -the number of quadrics coincides with the number of clutters. A quadric can contain at least one clutter, because an E-clutter is an E˘-clutter, which is unique as we saw above. Thus, each Γ s contains a unique E-clutter.
Corollary 7
There is a one-to-one correspondence between a set of clutters pα, α 1 q P M Ă EˆE and quadrics Γ s , s P G.
Poincaré series Aptq " ř ně0 dim A k t k has been determined in [6] using fixed point technique and in [13] Relations (27) provide us with a combinatorial method to compute Aptq. The method amounts to constructing a basis in A k Ă A. Consequently dim A k is exactly the number of elements in the basis. Monomials
n " k define a basis in P , but because of relations in A some inevitably become redundant in A k . Our goal is to construct a subset B k Ă tλ n |n " ku, which becomes a basis in A k . Any monomial λ n , because of the relations (27) , is a linear combination of standard monomials (see Section 1).
We denote by X k the set of standard monomials of degree k. We shall use term obstruction also for a set of unordered triples pα, β, γq P Sym 3 E such that pα, βq, pα, γq P M . They encode obstructing monomials λ α λ β λ γ .
For technical purposes we need to modify slightly this definition.
Definition 8 An (unordered) list pγ, pα, βqq of elements in a poset E is called a noncommutative obstruction if pα, βq is a clutter and if pα, γq or pβ, γq is a clutter. Thus noncommutative obstructions come in pairs:
tpγ, pα, βqq, pα, pβ, γqqu or tpγ, pα, βqq, pβ, pα, γqqu
By abuse of notations we shall also call a monomial λ γ bλ α λ β a noncommutative obstruction.
If pγ, pα, βqq is a noncommutative obstruction, then pγ, α, βq is an ordinary obstruction. A list (75) of pairs noncommutative obstructions in E is given in Appendix B.
It is conceivable that different reductions of an obstruction result in distinct non reducible expressions. It would mean that we need to further reduce the set X k . Luckily, this is does not happen in our case. There is a technology of Gröbner bases (see [25] for introduction and references), which has been specifically designed to deal with such issues. In order to apply it we refine our partial order on E to a strict total order: p0q ă p12q ă p13q ă p14q ă p23q ă p15q ă p24q ă p25q ă ă p34q ă p35q ă p5q ă p45q ă p4q ă p3q ă p2q ă p1q
We extend this order to degree lexicographic order in the monomial basis in P . The tip Tpf q " lcpf qλ n is the maximal monomial of f P P , lcpf q is the leading coefficient. We write f ą g for polynomials f, g with Tpf q ą Tpgq. The order is chosen so that reductions decrease it:
The "Diamond Lemma" [4] guarantees that if results of any two reduction of all (cubic) obstructions agree, then X k is a basis in A k . To be precise we define T pf, gq to be the least common multiple (lcm) of Tpf q and Tpgq.
Definition 9 The polynomial
Let λ n be some cubic obstruction, Γ s , Γ s 1 be a pair of relations in (28) such that lcmpTpΓ s q, TpΓ
has been canceled in the subtraction.
Proposition 10 If for any pair of generating relations
with no obstructions among monomials in λ α Γ r , then the set X k is a basis in
Proof. This is a trivial restatement of Buchberger algorithm for a commutative Gröbner basis ( [25] ) adapted to our needs. More precisely this is a statement that the algorithm terminates at the first iteration.
The inner product (13) can be used to raise and to lower the s-index in the tensor Γ s αβ .
Proposition 11 Quadratic functions Γ s satisfy
Proof. This is equivalent to Fierz identity Γ s αpβ Γ γδqs " 0.
pq stands for symmetrization.
Theory of invariants gives a different outlook on this identity. It is not
hard to see that
function Ipλq is by construction a Spinp10q-invariant. By Igusa's classification of spinors in ten dimensions [18] S contains a dense orbit. This implies that
Proposition 12 Fix the order (31) on generators of P . Then assumptions of Proposition 10 are satisfied for relations (28) .
Proof. The algebra P coincides with symmetric algebra Sym S˚. Collection of Fierz identities describes a basis in the kernel of the multiplication map
The kernel as a representation of so 10 is isomorphic to S (e.g. [30] ). Its weights are opposite to weights of S˚. We use these weights to label individual Fierz identities: Table 75 ) and each of them appears as monomial in one of the underlined terms.
We use these identities to rewrite S-polynomials in the form (63)
Corollary 13 (cf. [20] )A is an algebra with straightened law. In particular standard monomials form a T 5 weight basis.
Corollary 14 (cf. [28] [9] [7] )Fix the order (31) on generators of P . Then relations (28) form a quadratic Gröbner basis(see [27] for details) in the ideal
I. A is a Koszul algebra
Proof. Koszul property is a corollary (see [27] ) of existence of quadratic Gröbner basis .
We define algebras A
Projective spectrum P rojpA
δ q is called a Richardson variety [19] . In particular P rojpA δ p0a Schubert variety; P rojpA p1q δ q is the opposite Schubert variety. To define a generating function function of a poset F we introduce a polynomial algebra Cre α s, whose generators are labelled by elements of F . The generating function CpF q P Cre α srrtss does a weighted counting of chains
Remark 15 Relations in
by the formula
The chains in E are one-to-one correspondence with standard monomials, which depending on the number of intervals in decomposition (37). The factor e α t corresponds to an interval rδ, αs in which α is a tail.
For
40)
Proof. For any δ ď δ 1 in F we have an identification
are valid because F is convenient.
F is a lattice therefore
and (41) For lower bounds the proof is similar and is omitted.
Definition 19
We define an integer-valued function ht on E by the rule: if there is an arrow α Ñ β, then
The function is normalized by condition htpp0qq " 0.
Note that equations (38,39) and an obvious normalization 
The product upon substitution e α " 1 becomes
(cf. [13] , [6] ).
We start this section with an accurate description of algebra Aδ 
The set of equations (7, 8) define an affine variety that parametrizes the curves of degree ď N 1´N is the affine cone (25) . We shall refer to equations (8) as the affinization of equations (25) .
There is a surjective homomorphisms Aδ to be a polynomial algebra Crλαs,α P rδ,δ 1 s. Then
is a decomposition into graded components. Let Iδ (see [24] about completions). This together with exact sequence implies the isomorphism property of e.
Properties ofÊ as partially ordered set
To proceed with our study of algebras Aδ 1 δ we need to set a terminology and to establish some simple properties ofÊ that will be used later. This what we shall do presently.
The set of vertices of the graphÊ (9) 
A shift operator T acts onÊ:
It is an automorphism of the latticeÊ and T r E " E r .
The poset E coincides with the interval rp0q, p1qs ĂÊ. Visual presentation of the subinterval rp0q, p1q 1 s is given below: Let A, B be two subsets ofÊ. We write A ď B if a ď b for all a P A, b P B.
Lemma 22
The sets E r satisfy E r`k ě E r , E r´k ď E r for k ě 2
Proof. The reader can convince himself by examining the diagram (9).
As a corollary we obtain that if pα,βq is a clutter then pα,βq or pα, Tβq or pα, T´1βq are in E r .
Proposition 23
PosetÊ and all its subintervals are latices.
Proof. It suffices to verify the statement only forÊ. We need to check that lower bound infrα, 8q Y rβ, 8q consists of one element; the same should hold for supp´8,αsYp´8,βs. We know (Lemma 22) that ifα P E r`k andβ P E r , |k| ě 2 are comparable, # inf rα, 8q Y rβ, 8q " 1 andα _β is defined. This argument also works forα^β.
By virtue of Lemma 22 and automorphism T we may assume without loss of generality that a pair of non comparable elementsα,β belong to rp0q, p1q 1 s, for which lattice property can be verified by direct inspection (see Picture (51)).
Description of the affine Weyl group W pD 5 q
We shall occupy ourself in this section with a description of the affine Weyl group W pD 5 q as a semidirect product and through generators and relations.
The group W pD 5 q is a semidirect product W pD 5 q˙X˚(cf. It is easy to see that the product s 6 " σ 4,5 p0, 0, 0, 1, 1qr0, 0, 0, 1, 1s P S 5 N X˚" W pD 5 q is an involution. The involutive generators of W pD 5 q can be arranged into the following Coxeter diagram, which makes W pD 5 q a Coxeter group:
We define the action of W pD 5 q on the set
by the formula:
pσ, ǫ, mqpη, nq " pσpǫ`ηq,´1 2
The group W pD 5 q acts transitively on p N .
Proposition 24 There is an isomorphism of non-directed graphs
Qp p N , s 1 , . . . , s 6 q -Ê. 
Interpretation ofÊ in terms of the spinor representation Srz, z´1s
The Lie-theoretic construction ofÊ parallels the one of E. We extend operators R1 , . . . , R5 (22, 23) to Srz, z´1s by Crz, z´1s-linearity. Together with Proof. By construction, the Hasse diagram of Srz, z´1s is a disjoint union (48) with E r identified with the diagram of S b z r . It remains to make use of R6 , which is left as an exercise for the reader.
In our applications we shall need to know the structure of the set of clutterŝ 
Proof of the straightened law
This is a principal section of the present paper. Recall that a proof of straightened law should consists of two parts. The easy part establishes the form (2) Proof. We deduce statements of the proposition from the analogous statements for algebraÂ. We follow closely the arguments of Proposition 6.
A choice of complementary pair of components of gamma-maps Γ`, Γ´(as in the proof of Proposition 6) and a subordinated choice of so 8 , which leaves Γ`, Γ´invariant, allows us to construct a set of relations Γ`, r , Γ´, r , r P Z. By virtue of (29) we have anŝ o 8 -equivariant identification.
Srz, z´1s " S`rz, z´1sˆS´rz, z´1s. The difficult part in the proof of straitened law claims that standard monomials are linearly independent. To prove this, we write relations (8) more explicitly: . We definê
r , s r PĜ be a basis V rz, z´1s build upon basis (5), and let px psq l q " px p1q l , . . . , x p5q l , x p1˚q l , . . . , x p5˚q l q l P Z be the dual basis. We note that Fierz identity (33) implies
We define multiplication map by the formula
Expressions
upon substitution (58) by virtue (57) become zero.
The action of operator T : transforms Fierz identities as follows:
In light of these remarks the following lemma is obvious.
Lemma 28
Under the group generated by T,û any of the expressions (59 ) can be transformed to h α 0 or h α 1 , α P E.
Proposition 27 characterizes quadrics Γŝ PP that map to zero in Pδ The content of h α 1 is tabulated below.
The underlined terms after substitution (60) contain complementary pairs of noncommutative obstructions (76) . The reader can check using equations (8) that noncommutative obstructions have coefficients equal to˘1 and have oppo- We define a strict total order on the set of generators ofP , which refines a partial order defined onÊ. The operator T preserves the order:¨¨ă p4q r´1 ă p0q r ă p3q r´1 ă p12q r ă p2q r´1 ă p13q r ă p1q r´1 ă p14q r ă p23q r ă ă p15q r ă p24q r ă p25q r ă p34q r ă p35q r ă p5q r ă p45q r ă p4q r ă p0q r`1 ă . . .
The total order on the set of generators of Pδ Proof. The proof is bases on the result of Proposition 30. We omit it because it is similar to the proof of Proposition 12.
Corollary 32 The algebra Aδ Proof. By virtue of general theory [25] [27] result follows from (31).
Proposition 34
q is a reduced affine scheme. Proposition 35
dim SpecpAδ
We set
with ht defined in (45). Then y htpδq , . . . , y htpδ 1 q form a regular sequence in Aδ
Proof. An element β in F is a cover of α in F if β ą α and no elements lies strictly in between α and β.
The poset F is called wonderful [14] if in the poset H Yt8uYt´8u obtained by adjoining greatest and the least elements (if they are not already present), the following condition holds: if β 1 , β 2 ă γ are covers of an element α, then there is an element β ă γ, which covers both β 1 and β 2 .
An easy inspection shows thatÊ and rδ,δ 1 s are wonderful. The proposition follows Theorem 4.1 in [14] , which establish this in a greater generality for algebras with straightened law over a wonderful poset. 
Let a n pz,be the character of the HˆCˆrepresented in n-th graded compo-
We conclude, as in Section 5, that Cprδ,δ 1 sqptq, upon substitution
becomes Aδ
T Nδ shifts Cˆ-weights of all generators on N and
It is convenient to group generating functions in arrays 
Upon substitution (64), U l pz, q, tq satisfies
This enables to effectively recover all U l pz, q, tq from the first eight matrices: 
Special cases
The formulas for characters Aδ 1 δ pz, q, tq undergo significant simplification after specialization z " 1, q " 1. The best result can be obtained when we further restrict the range ofδ 1 . We shall explore this presently.
The set of weights J (11) is of interest because it is possible to write a vary simple recursive relation between corresponding Poincaré series. 
Delannoy polynomials
Delannoy polynomials (cf. [3] 
Here is a first few polynomials: Delannoy numbers form a triangle tD n,m u. A number D n,m describes the number of paths from the southwest corner p0, 0q of a rectangular grid to the northeast corner pm, nq, using only single steps north, northeast, or east.
Let
B r ptq " D r ptq p1´tq 5`2r The functions B r satisfy recurrence (12) Corollary 39 Numerator of B r p0q ptq is a Delannoy polynomial D r ptq, r ě 0.
Proof. Sequences B r p0q ptq and B r ptq satisfy the same recurrence relation and initial conditions.
The formula for generating function ÿ rě0 B r ptqs r " 1 p´1`tq ps´st´st 2`s t 3`t s 2´1`4 t´6 t 2`4 t 3´t4 q follows easily form the equation (12) . Its verification is left as an exercise.
Lemma 41
We have the following table of s-action on basis elements: upθ p0" θ p1q ; upθ p12"´θ p2q ; upθ p13" θ p3q ; upθ p14"´θ p4q upθ p15" θ p5q ; upθ p23"´θ p45q ; upθ p24" θ p35q ; upθ p25"´θ p34q .
(72)
We give only a half of the formulas. The remaining half can be recovered from the condition u 2 " 1.
Proof. Direct check.
We see that u permutes weight spaces and induces a transformation of the set E, which we by abuse of notations denote by u.
Definition 42 A invertible transformation h : M Ñ M of a poset M is an anti-automorphism if α ď β implies hpαq ě hpβq.
Proposition 43
The poset E has a anti-automorphism u. It is realized as a symmetry of the graph E (see Picture 16) with respect to its geometric center.
This symmetry can be realized by a linear transformation u P Spin C p10q, that satisfies uθ α "˘θ upαq , α P E. The operator u P Spinp10q defines an automorphism of algebra A.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 41. The operator u belongs to Spin C p10q. The operator must preserve linear space spanned by relations (28) in P and defines an automorphism of algebra A.
The automorphism u acts onP and preserves ideal of relations I. We denote byû the composition of u with transformation λ α pzq Ñ λ α p 1 z q. The automorphismû permutes weight spaces and defines a transformation ofÊ, which we also denote byû.
Proposition 44 Transformationû defines an anti-automorphismÊ
It comes from an automorphismû of the pair I ĂP .
Proof. Note thatûE r " E´r. By Lemma 22 and by virtue of identityûTû " T´1, it suffice to verify axioms of an anti-automorphism forα,β P rp0q, p1q 1 s.
We leave this as an exercise.
The shift operator T is continuous onÊ and defines an automorphism ofP :
On quadrics Γ 
B Lists of obstructions
Below is a list of pairs of noncommutative obstructions in E (see Definition 8) o p0q " tpp4q, pp5qp45qqq, pp5q, pp4qp45qqqu 
The sets o α carry a label α, a weight in a so 10 -spinor representation. Expressions h α (35) carry the same label. To make connection of o α with h α more explicitly we identify the later with an element in P bI by means of substitution x s Ñ Γ s .
Then o α appears as a collection indices of noncommutative obstructions in h α .
A list of noncommutative obstruction in rp0q, p1q 1 s ĂÊ, that are not in the preceding list and not in rp0q 1 , p1q 1 s contains elements of the form pα i , pβ j , γ k qq.
Indices i, j, k ě 0 satisfy i`j`k " l " 1 or 2. The 
Obstructions with l " 2 can be transformed by symmetries T andû into obstructions with l " 1. Because of this, the above table is sufficient for our purposes.
